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Nature’s Balance Inspires Author Kate Brandes
By Linda C. Wisniewski
Environmental scientist,
watercolor artist, fiction
writer, master gardener,
wife, and mother: Kate
Brandes is perhaps the
most focused woman in
Bucks County. She makes
it all work and keeps her
priorities in order, the first
being her two sons, ages
eight and ten.
As part-time manager of
the Lehigh Gap Nature
Center’s Landscaping for
Communities and Wildlife
program, she designs and
installs community gardens
using native plants. Her
watercolors explore the
connections between people,
feelings, and place. After
living “all over the East
Coast,” and now in the small
borough of Riegelsville, she
is “drawn to the idea of small
communities and families
wrestling with change and

identity of place.” Even her
writing reflects her love of
the natural world.
“I write book club fiction
with an environmental
edge,” she says. Her debut
novel, The Promise of Pierson
Orchard, described as “Erin
Brockovich meets Promised
Land,” is scheduled for
release on Earth Day 2017.
“The novel is first a family
drama with the fracking
storyline serving as a kind
of crucible for the characters
in the story,” Brandes says.
She drew on her experience
talking with people about
environmental issues. “I
think in the times we’re
living in now, where so
much divides us, there’s
a need to be more open to
compromise.”
The author and her sister
were raised by a single
mother who started medical
school the day Brandes

started first grade, teaching
her daughters that “the only
boundaries are ones you
define for yourself.”
Often, when her boys were
small, she could only write
or paint for 15 minutes at
a time, but she observed
that “even short periods of
time…make a difference.
...time will pass whether you
…follow your dreams or not.
So, whenever I can, I use
my time and energy to be a
creative being, whether in
my science work or my art
and writing.”
It serves her family “to see
their mother living a rich
life, so that, when the time
comes, maybe they will
also claim that for
themselves, whatever form
it takes for them.”
For more about Kate
Brandes and her work, visit
www.katebrandes.com.

Linda C. Wisniewski teaches
memoir workshops and
enjoys speaking about the
healing power of writing.
Visit her website at www.

lindawis.com or contact
her at lindawis@comcast.
net to schedule a class or
presentation for your group.

Linda C. Wisniewski
writes about real life and the connections we make
by giving each other space and time to be heard.
• Writer of award-winning
stories and essays published
in numerous literary journals,
magazines and newspapers.
• Presenter of memoir classes
and workshops throughout the
Philadelphia area.
• Author of the memoir, Off Kilter,
published by Pearlsong Press.
• Author of the unpublished novel,
:KHUHWKH6WRUN)OLHVDÀQDOLVWIRU
the 2015 Eludia Award
Contact Linda to schedule
a Workshop or Presentation
on Memoir Writing
For Your Family
For Publication
For Yourself

www.lindawis.com lindawis@comcast.net

Profile of Genne Murphy
the Signature Theater in
New York City. The Lilly
Awards celebrate significant
contributions by women
to the American theatre,
including 2016 honorees
Danai Gurira, Jesse Mueller,
and Martha Plimpton.

By Anne Hamilton, M.F.A.
Genne Murphy is a rising
star in the theatre world. Her
plays have been developed
or produced in Nebraska,
Colorado, New York, and
Connecticut as well as
locally. The Azuka Theatre
produced HOPE STREET
AND OTHER LONELY
PLACES.
Recently, she was honored
with the Leah Ryan Fund
for Emerging Women
Writer’s Award for her
play GIANTESS at the
Lilly Awards, hosted at

being so discombobulated
and feeling extremely
uncomfortable in your body.
I thought there were a lot of
interesting metaphors
to explore.”
Described by the Leah Ryan
FEWW program as having a
“truly singular and theatrical
voice,” Murphy will workshop
her play with a few closeddoor readings at Primary
Stages in New York City and
New York Stage and Film
before the Fund presents a
full public reading in the fall.

Born and raised in
Philadelphia, Murphy has
been deeply involved as a
writer and arts educator
since graduating from
Central High. Her many
local awards and affiliations
include the Philadelphia
Young Playwrights, PlayPenn,
“GIANTESS starts with a
and the Leeway Foundation
young woman who is taking
Transformation Award/Art
care of her ailing, disabled
and Change Grant.
grandmother,” says Murphy.
Originally, she says, the idea “Early on in the play, she
discovers a girl her own age
for GIANTESS came in a
in the abandoned factory
dream: “I was trying to pour
water into a tiny glass, and it behind her grandmother’s
was really annoying. Then all house--a 30-foot-tall
of a sudden I realized, ‘OMG, giantess. They develop a
I’m a giant!’ I panicked and
deepening connection to one
another in this very fraught
woke up. [The dream] really
and heightened situation.”
stuck with me--that idea of

Reflecting on her time
with Philadelphia Young
Playwrights, she states, “My
experience, [as] a student,
educator, and staff member,
enabled the idea of revision-the actual work of revision-to be a less scary prospect.”

the Arts and is currently
an M.F.A. candidate in
playwriting at the Yale School
of Drama.

Anne Hamilton has 25 years
of experience as a dramaturg.
She is available for script
consultations and career
She holds a bachelor’s degree advising through hamiltonlit@
from NYU’s Tisch School of
hotmail.com.

